Voice & Calling

NOW VOICE AND CALLING

COMMUNICATION ESSENTIALS
Communication should be straight forward. Kiwi business still rely
on the basics of communication. We’ve got the expertise to give you
voice, how you want it, where you need it.

COMMUNICATION
SPECIALISTS

REDUCE
COSTS

BUSINESS
CONTINUITY

we listen, we deliver

consolidate & save

responsive support
& field services

TOLLSHIELD
protecting your
business, and your
pocket

Choose an Expert who ‘gets’ business
TALK YOUR LANGUAGE
ISDN, Stepper, BRA, PRA, ATA, Analogue, SIP,
Faxability... have we lost you yet? We understand
traditional telco’s talk another language. Whether
you’re looking for a better deal, or simply don’t know
how to compare, our industry experts help analyse your
existing services and match a solution to your needs.

SMOOTH TRANSITION
Where applicable, we work closely with your PABX
supplier helping you leverage upgrade savings and
ensuring a smooth transition to minimise any impact
on your vital operations.

SECURITY & ANALYSIS
With any technology comes risk; there’s always someone
trying to exploit vulnerability. Our calling network
analyses any rapid changes to your international
calling and blocks suspicious/fraudulent activity, giving
you peace of mind, and preventing unexpected bills.

END TO END SUPPORT
In the event something does go wrong, our network
of field technicians ensures an expert will be at your
door to diagnose & rectify on-premise problems.

BOOK A CONSULTATION

0800 NOW BIZ

What Voice &
Calling benefits
do you require?
1. We require the
replication of existing
services.
2. We need to remove a
legacy PBX that has
limitations.
3. We need functionality
that scales with our
business.
4. We need to lower our
costs.
5. We need to add
resiliency and
Business Continuity.
6. Responsive support
from our voice provider.
7. We need to move
from copper services
and take advantage
of newer up-to-date
services.

